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Upregulation of brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF)
mRNA expression by neuronal activity has been reported in
cultured hippocampal cells and in different in vivo excitotoxic
paradigms. The aim of the present study was to determine
whether sensory stimulation of the whisker-to-barrel pathway
alters BDNF mRNA expression in the cortex and, if so, to
evaluate the specificity of this effect. To this end, a set of
mystacial whiskers was unilaterally stimulated by mechanical
deflection, and the expression of BDNF mRNA was analyzed in
the barrel cortex by in situ hybridization (ISH) using a 35S-
labeled antisense BDNF riboprobe and emulsion autoradiogra-
phy. A clear-cut and specific upregulation of the BDNF mRNA
expression was found at the level of the somatosensory cortex
after the increased peripheral stimulation. In the barrel cortex of
control mice, BDNF mRNA was present in a few cells in layers

II/III and VI, whereas it was almost undetectable in layer IV. After
6 hr of whisker stimulation, increased levels of BDNF mRNA
were found in layers II to VI of the contralateral barrel cortex. In
layer IV, BDNF upregulation was confined to the barrels corre-
sponding to the stimulated follicles. ISH combined with immu-
nocytochemistry against the three calcium-binding proteins
parvalbumin, calretinin, and calbindin-D28K revealed that BDNF
mRNA-expressing cells do not belong to the GABAergic cell
population of the barrel cortex. The present results support a
role for BDNF in activity-dependent modifications of the adult
cerebral cortex.
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Neurotrophic factors are involved in the survival, differentiation,
and maintenance of neuronal cells and their circuits (for review,
see Barde, 1989; Korsching, 1993; Davies, 1994). Although for a
long time nerve growth factor (NGF) was the only isolated mol-
ecule to show neurotrophic activities (Levi-Montalcini, 1987), to
date three other molecules closely related to NGF have been
identified: brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) (Barde et
al., 1982, Leibrock et al., 1989), neurotrophin-3 (NT3) (Ernfors et
al., 1990; Hohn et al., 1990; Maisonpierre et al., 1990; Rosenthal
et al., 1990), and neurotrophin-4/5 (NT4/5) (Berkemeier et al.,
1991; Hallböök et al., 1991; Ip et al., 1992), together forming the
neurotrophin family.
Much experimental evidence has proven a functional involve-

ment of neurotrophins in the development of the vertebrate
nervous system (for review, see Barde, 1989; Davies, 1994; Snider,
1994). Moreover, the presence of neurotrophins in the adult
brain, together with their regulation by neuronal activity (Zafra et
al., 1990, 1991, 1992; Lu et al., 1991) and their local presynaptic
effects (Lohof et al., 1993; Knipper et al., 1994; Kang and Schu-
man, 1995), suggests that they could be involved in the activity-
dependent plasticity of the adult nervous system.
Upregulation of BDNF and NGF mRNA expression and down-

regulation of NT-3 were found in seizure-inducing paradigms
(Gall and Isackson, 1989; Balları́n et al., 1991; Isackson et al.,
1991; Dugich-Djordjevic et al., 1992; Rocamora et al., 1992, 1994;
Berzaghi et al., 1993) and also after hypoglycemic coma and
ischemia (Lindvall et al., 1992; Takeda et al., 1993). A more
physiological paradigm was used by Castrén et al. (1992) in their
study of neurotrophin expression in the visual cortex of the rat. In
contrast to this study, in which the effect of a sensory deprivation
was examined, we tested whether BDNF mRNA expression in the
sensory cortex could be modified by increased levels of peripheral
stimulation. To this end, we used the whisker-to-barrel pathway of
the mouse, in which a one-to-one correspondence has been shown
between a whisker follicle and its corresponding barrel, i.e., a
multineuronal cell assembly in layer IV of the somatosensory
cortex (Welker, 1976; Simons, 1978; Melzer et al., 1985;
Chmielowska et al., 1986; Armstrong-James and Fox, 1987). A set
of whiskers was stimulated in the Lausanne whisker stimulator
(Melzer et al., 1985) for various time periods, and ISH for the
detection of BDNF mRNA was performed. To characterize the
cells expressing BDNF, ISH for the detection of BDNF mRNA
was combined with immunocytochemistry against the three
calcium-binding proteins parvalbumin, calretinin, and calbindin-
D28K, markers of three different, nonoverlapping GABAergic cell
populations, together accounting for a great majority of the cor-
tical GABAergic interneurons (Celio, 1990).
A part of this study has appeared in abstract form (Rocamora

et al., 1993).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Whisker stimulation. Adult mice of the ICR-derived NOR strain (Van der
Loos et al., 1986) were anesthetized with 60 mg/kg Nembutal, and small
metal rods were glued onto whiskers B1–3 and C1–3 of the left whisker-
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pad; other whiskers were left intact (for nomenclature, see Van der Loos
and Woolsey, 1973). After recovery, animals were placed in the Lausanne
whisker stimulator (Melzer et al., 1985) in which they moved freely while
being exposed to magnetic field bursts (frequency 9 Hz, intensity 7 3 103

A/m, root mean square, burst duration 40 msec, during which the coil was
energized with AC, 50 Hz, from the mains) for different time periods (4,
6, 24, and 72 hr). In another group of mice, a metal rod was glued onto
a single whisker (C2) under the same anesthetic conditions, and animals
were stimulated for 6 hr. Mice were placed in the electromagnetic coil
without it being switched on and were used as controls, together with
nontreated mice (Table 1). During the stimulation period, animals were
regularly checked for the presence of metal rods and whiskers, and only
the whiskers that had the rods glued on all the time were considered
stimulated. After the stimulation period, animals were anesthetized with
Nembutal and transcardially perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in
phosphate buffer (PB; 0.12 M, pH 7.4). Then, brains were removed,
post-fixed in the same fixative overnight, cryoprotected with 30% sucrose,
and frozen in dry ice. Coronal and tangential (to the pial surface overlying
the barrel cortex) sections (20 mm thick) were obtained and stored in a
cryoprotective solution (30% glycerol, 30% ethylene glycol, 40% 0.1 M
PB, pH 7.2), at2708C until further processed. Table 1 further defines the
material used in the present study.
In situ hybridization histochemistry. In situ hybridization (ISH) on

free-floating tissue sections was performed with 35S-labeled antisense
BDNF riboprobe. A PCR II plasmid containing a PCR-amplified frag-
ment corresponding to nucleotides 444–827 of the mouse BDNF cDNA
sequence (Hofer et al., 1990) was used to transcribe antisense and sense
riboprobes. For the antisense riboprobe, plasmid was linearized with the
restriction enzyme XbaI and transcription was performed with SP6; for
the sense probe, linearization was done with HindIII and transcription
was done with T7. The transcription protocol of the Promega Riboprobe
kit was followed.
Free-floating sections were processed for ISH essentially as described

by Isackson et al. (1991). Briefly, sections were rinsed twice in PBS (0.1
M PB, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.6), treated for 109 with 0.2N HCl, acetylated
for 109 in 0.1 M triethanolamine, pH 8.0, with 0.25% acetic anhydride, and
prehybridized for 3 hr at 558C in a solution containing 50% formamide,
0.62 M NaCl, 20 mM PIPES, pH 6.8, 10% dextran sulfate, 0.2% sodium
dodecyl sulfate, 10 mM EDTA, 50 mM dithiothreitol, 53 Denhardt’s, and
250 mg/ml sheared salmon sperm DNA. Prehybridization solution was
replaced by a fresh one, to which 250 mg/ml yeast tRNA and the BDNF
35S-labeled riboprobe (10–203 106 cpm/ml) were added. After overnight
hybridization at 558C, sections were washed at room temperature (RT) in
23 SSC, incubated with 10 mg/ml RNase A in 10 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5 mM
EDTA, 0.5 M NaCl for 1 hr at 378C, and washed in 50% formamide 0.53

SSC for 3 hr at 558C, and in 0.13 SSC 0.5% sarkosyl for 1 hr at 608C (10
mM b-mercaptoethanol was present in all the washing solutions). There-
after, sections were mounted onto gelatinized slides, air-dried, dehy-
drated through a graded ethanol series containing 0.3 M ammonium
acetate, and dipped in autoradiographic emulsion (NTB-2, Kodak). After
5–6 weeks exposure, emulsion was developed with Kodak D19, and
sections were counterstained with Nissl-staining procedure. Slides were
finally dehydrated and coverslipped with dextropropoxyphene.
Specificity of the ISH signal was confirmed by comparison of the

hybridization patterns obtained with previously published ones and by the
lack of signal when 35S-labeled sense BDNF riboprobe was used (de-
scribed above).
Quantitative analysis of the autoradiographic signal was performed in

coronal sections from four animals stimulated for 6 hr. BDNF mRNA
hybridization level for each animal was determined by using the average
of the observations made in at least four different coronal sections. Both
the number of BDNF mRNA-positive cells per layer and the intensity of
autoradiographic signal per single cell (cells with 10–19, 20–29, 30–39,
and $40 silver grains) were determined for the different layers of the
barrel cortex (II/III, IV, and V/VI). The number of silver grains over
Nissl-stained cell bodies was counted through a cortical column (250 mm
wide, centered on the stimulated area of the barrel cortex) extending
from layers II to VI of the somatosensory cortex using a 403 objective.
Because the autoradiographic background was found to be ;2–4 silver
grains/cell body, only cells displaying.10 silver grains were considered as
BDNF mRNA-positive cells. Increased levels of BDNF mRNA were
estimated by comparing quantitative data from the stimulated barrelfield
with respect to the unstimulated (control) side. The statistical significance
of the obtained differences was tested by one-way ANOVA. The barrel
cortex of unstimulated animals placed or not placed in the electromag-
netic coil (without it being switched on) was also used as control.
Double ISH–immunocytochemistry procedure. Immunoperoxidase de-

tection of the calcium-binding proteins parvalbumin, calretinin, and
calbindin-D28K was performed on tissue sections previously hybridized
with 35S-labeled antisense BDNF riboprobe. After the last ISH wash
(0.13 SSC, 608C), sections were kept at RT, thoroughly rinsed in PBS,
and incubated in a blocking solution containing 10% normal goat serum
and 4% bovine serum albumin (BSA) in PBST (0.2% Triton X-100 in
PBS) for 1 hr at RT. After rinsing, sections were incubated overnight at
48C with one of the following primary antibodies in PBST containing 5%
normal serum and 0.5% BSA: rabbit anti-parvalbumin (PARV, 1:1000),
rabbit anti-calbindin-D28K (CALB, 1:1500), and rabbit anti-calretinin
(CALR, 1:1000). Thereafter, sections were sequentially incubated with
biotinylated goat anti-rabbit antibodies (1:200) and with the avidin–
biotin–peroxidase complex (ABC, 1:200). Peroxidase was developed with
0.05% diaminobenzidine in 0.1 M PB and 0.005% hydrogen peroxide.
Thereafter, immunoreacted sections were mounted onto gelatinized
slides, dipped in autoradiographic emulsion, and processed as described
above.

RESULTS
Upregulation of BDNF mRNA expression in the barrel
cortex after whisker stimulation
The BDNF mRNA hybridization pattern in the cortex of control
mice showed a nonhomogeneous distribution, both among the
different cortical areas and in different layers. In general, levels of
this mRNA were higher in ventrolateral than in dorsomedial
cortex. However, the barrel cortex had lower levels of BDNF
mRNA than its neighboring areas, including cingulate and retro-
splenial cortices (not shown). In the cerebral cortex, BDNF
mRNA was preferentially expressed in cells in layers II/III and
V/VI. This distribution was also found in the barrel cortex, al-
though fewer cells in layers II/III and V/VI expressed BDNF. In
control mice, BDNF mRNA was almost undetectable in layer IV,
which, in contrast, contains the highest density of cells (Fig. 1).
Comparison of the distribution of silver grains and the underlying
Nissl-stained image showed no evidence for the accumulation of
silver grains above glial cells.
Unilateral stimulation of a set of whiskers for different time

periods (4–72 hr) induced increased levels of BDNF mRNA
through layers II to VI of the contralateral barrel cortex. The

Table 1. Animals and treatments

Stimulation
periods

Whiskers
(left) Coronal Tangential

Control – 2 –
0 hr B1-3 and C1-3 1 1
4 hr B1-3 and C1-3 1 1

B1-3 and C1-3 6 (3) 5 (3)
6 hr B3 and C2-3 – 1

C2 – 3 (2)
24 hr B1-3 and C1-3 1 1
72 hr B1-3 and C1-3 – 1

Animals (n5 24) used in the present study. Attending to the stimulation periods, we
defined five different groups of mice (column 1). In column 2, we indicated on which
whiskers metal pieces were found to be present at the end of the stimulation period.
Columns 3 and 4 indicate the orientation in which the brains were cut: in a coronal
plane or in a plane tangential to the pial surface overlying the barrel cortex. In the
first group, two mice did not receive any treatment (control), two other mice were
anesthetized and metal rods were glued onto whiskers C1-3 and B1-3, but were not
stimulated (0 hr). All the animals were processed for ISH to detect BDNF mRNA.
On some animals of the third group (6 hr), indicated in parentheses, the combined
ISH for BDNF and ICC against calcium-binding proteins (parvalbumin, calretinin,
or calbindin) was performed. When its brain was cut coronally, each animal indicated
in parentheses was used for the combined ISH–ICC with each of the three antibodies
(parvalbumin, calretinin, and calbindin); when cut tangentially, only one antibody
was used per animal. In mice stimulated on a single whisker (C2), only parvalbumin
and calbindin were used for the combined ISH–ICC.
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ipsilateral, unstimulated barrel cortex showed a pattern and levels
of BDNF mRNA expression similar to that in barrel cortex of
control animals. The upregulation of BDNF mRNA expression
was maximal after 6 hr stimulation. Both longer (24–72 hr) and
shorter (4 hr) stimulation periods resulted in lower levels of this

mRNA (Fig. 1). We therefore decided to use the 6 hr stimulation
period for more detailed analysis.
Quantitative analysis of the autoradiographic signal (through a

cortical column 250 mm wide) showed an average of 33.1 6 7.3
cells expressing BDNF in layer IV of the stimulated barrel cortex

Figure 1. BDNF mRNA expression in the barrel cortex after unilateral stimulation of the contralateral whiskerpad. Whiskers B1–3 and C1–3 were
unilaterally stimulated for different time periods, and BDNF mRNA expression was analyzed on coronal sections through the contralateral barrel cortex.
A, C, and D are dark-field photomicrographs of control (A) and stimulated barrel cortex for different time periods: 6 hr (C) and 24 hr (D). B is a
bright-field photomicrograph of the Nissl-stained section shown in C. Roman numbers I, II/III, IV, and V/VI in B and D indicate layers in the barrel
cortex. Note higher BDNF mRNA levels in C (6 hr stimulation) than in D (24 hr stimulation). E and F are higher-magnification bright-field
photomicrographs showing BDNF mRNA hybridization signal (black silver grains) in layer IV of control (E) and 6 hr stimulated (F) barrel cortices. Arrows
in F indicate a wall of a barrel. Note the clear upregulation of BDNF mRNA expression in cells in F compared with E. Scale bar (shown in B) is 150 mm
and pertains to A–D; scale bar (shown in E) is 25 mm and pertains also to F.
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compared with the near absence of labeled cells (average 1.9 6
0.8) in the corresponding area of the unstimulated side and in
control animals. The number of BDNF-expressing cells increased
approximately twofold (19.4 6 4.68, respect to control level 11.2
6 3.47) in layer II/III and one and a half-fold (13 6 1.47 respect
to control 8.56 1.2) in layers V/VI (Fig. 2A). Not only the number
of BDNF mRNA-expressing cells (as cells with .10 silver grains
over the soma) but also the average intensity of BDNF mRNA
autoradiographic signal per labeled cell increased (Fig. 2B).

Increased levels of BDNF mRNA in layer IV are
restricted to the stimulated barrels
Because individual barrels cannot be easily identified in coronal
sections, we used tangential sections to determine whether BDNF
mRNA upregulation was restricted to the barrel area correspond-
ing to the stimulated whisker. Tangentially cut sections were from
animals in which either a single whisker (C2) or several whiskers
(C2, C3, B3) were stimulated. In both cases, the intensity of
BDNF mRNA upregulation was similar (Fig. 3). Reconstruction
of the ensemble of barrels from serial sections through layer IV
revealed that the increased levels of BDNF mRNA were re-
stricted to the barrels that correspond to the stimulated whiskers.
The increased levels of BDNF mRNA were observed in neurons
with their soma in the walls or in the hollows. However, not all the
neurons in a stimulated barrel expressed BDNF.

Immunocytochemical characterization of cells
expressing BDNF mRNA in control and stimulated
barrel cortex
ISH for the detection of BDNF mRNA and immunocytochemistry
against one of the three calcium-binding proteins PARV, CALR, or
CALB were sequentially performed in the same tissue sections. The
specific patterns of both BDNF mRNA-hybridization signal and
calcium-binding protein-immunoreactivity were preserved after the
combined procedure (Fig. 4).
PARV-immunoreactive cells were present in barrel cortex from

layers II to VI, with the highest density in layer IV. In a tangential
section (20 mm) at medial layer IV, we counted 20–25 PARV-
positive cells per individual barrel (B1–3 or C1–3, see Fig. 4F).
CALR immunocytochemistry labeled fewer cells, most of which
located in layer II/III. There were very few CALR-positive cells in
layer IV (an average of 1–2 per barrel per section). Both in control
and stimulated barrel cortex, the combined ISH–immunocyto-
chemistry protocol showed no colocalization between BDNF
mRNA and any of the calcium-binding proteins parvalbumin or
calretinin.
CALB immunocytochemistry revealed different populations of

CALB-immunoreactive cells in the barrel cortex. Both weak and
heavy CALB-immunoreactive neurons were found. Neurons that
displayed weak CALB immunoreactivity, in agreement with pre-
vious studies, included stellate cells in layer IV and pyramidal
neurons in layer II/III. Only a few heavy CALB-immunoreactive
neurons, GABAergic interneurons, were found (Hendry et al.,
1989; Celio, 1990; Van Brederode et al., 1991). Combined ISH
BDNF and immunocytochemistry for CALB showed that heavy
CALB-immunoreactive neurons (i.e., GABAergic) did not ex-
press BDNF either in control or after stimulation. In addition,
only some of the weak CALB-immunoreactive neurons in layers
II/III, but not those in layer IV, were found to express BDNF in
basal conditions. After peripheral stimulation, increased levels of
BDNF mRNA were found in an important proportion of the weak
CALB-immunoreactive neurons of layer IV and also in layers
II/III and V/VI (Fig. 4).
We thus conclude that the several classes of GABAergic neu-

rons as identified by PARV, CALR, or heavy CALB immunore-
activity do not express BDNF mRNA either in control conditions
or after stimulation. It is therefore likely that the spiny stellate
cells in layer IV and some pyramidal neurons in layers II/III and
V/VI are responsible for the BDNF upregulation after sensory
stimulation.

Figure 2. Quantification of the BDNF mRNA hybridization signal
through the different layers of the barrel cortex. BDNF mRNA levels were
measured in a cortical column 250 mm wide. Levels in contralateral
(stimulated) and ipsilateral (control) barrel cortex are compared. In A,
results are expressed as the mean of the medians of the number of cells
expressing BDNF mRNA (with $10 silver grains over soma) in the
different cortical layers (II/III, IV, and V/VI) of ipsilateral and contralat-
eral barrel cortices 6 the SD. Numbers represent the averaged levels of
four different animals in which whiskers B1–3 and C1–3 were stimulated
for a period of 6 hr. Asterisks denote statistically significant differences
between contralateral and ipsilateral barrel cortex by the ANOVA test (*p
# 0.05, **p # 0.001). In B, not only the number of labeled cells but also
the levels of BDNF mRNA hybridization signal (BDNF mRNA-
expressing cells were classified as cells with 10–19, 20–29, 30–39, and$40
grains/cell) were represented in the different cortical layers for a 6 hr
stimulated animal.
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DISCUSSION
The main findings of the present study can be summarized as
follows: (1) unilateral peripheral stimulation of the whisker-to-
barrel pathway in adult mice increased levels of BDNF mRNA in
cells of layers II to VI in the contralateral, stimulated barrel
cortex; (2) BDNF upregulation in barrels of layer IV followed a
one-to-one relation with the corresponding stimulated whiskers;
and (3) most of the cells expressing BDNF in the barrel cortex,
both after stimulation and in control conditions, were pyramidal
or spiny stellate, but not GABAergic neurons.

Upregulation of BDNF mRNA expression and its
correlation with modified neuronal activity
The activity-dependent modulation of the expression of BDNF
has been extensively documented. Depolarization of cultured
hippocampal neurons with high potassium or with glutamate
receptor agonists increases levels of BDNF mRNA, whereas
GABAergic transmission reduces this mRNA level (Lu et al.,
1991; Zafra et al., 1991). In addition to these analyses “in vitro,”
several “in vivo” seizure-inducing paradigms also resulted in a
clear-cut upregulation of BDNF, mainly affecting the hippocam-

pal formation and cortex (Ernfors et al., 1991; Isackson et al.,
1991; Dugich-Djordjevic et al., 1992; Rocamora et al., 1992, 1994).
In a more physiological paradigm, decreased sensory stimulation
has been shown to modify BDNF mRNA expression in the cere-
bral cortex. Visual deprivation (by dark rearing) for 1 week results
in decreased levels of BDNF mRNA in the visual cortex, and
subsequent exposure to light re-establishes normal levels of this
mRNA (Castrén et al., 1992).
BDNFmRNA hybridization signal in the adult cortex of control

mice showed that this mRNA was distributed in two main regions
corresponding to layers II/III and VI, forming continuous bands
along the different cortical areas (Isackson et al., 1991; Castrén et
al., 1992; present results). It is worth noting that the barrel cortex
had a lower level of BDNF mRNA than its adjacent cortical areas.
Only a few cells in layer IV were found to express BDNF mRNA
in control conditions. These low levels of BDNF mRNA could be
attributable to a very efficient inhibitory control of layer IV cells,
which in physiological conditions prevented BDNF mRNA ex-
pression. Interestingly, upregulation of BDNF mRNA expression
in layer IV was described after intraperitoneal injection of the

Figure 3. One-to-one relationship between the stimulated whiskers and the corresponding contralateral, stimulated barrels. A and B are dark-field
photomicrographs showing BDNF mRNA hybridization signal in tangential sections through stimulated barrel cortices of 6 hr stimulated animals. In A,
several whiskers (C2, C3, and B3) were stimulated; in B, only one whisker (C2) was stimulated. C and D show the Nissl-stained sections of A and B,
respectively. Arrowheads in A–D indicate blood vessels in the tissue to show correspondence between dark- and bright-field photomicrographs. Note that
stimulation of whiskers results in BDNF mRNA upregulation that is restricted to the stimulated barrels. Scale bar (shown in D), 200 mm.
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Figure 4. BDNF mRNA is not expressed in GABAergic cells of the barrel cortex. Bright-field photomicrographs of double-processed tissue: ISH for
BDNF and immunocytochemistry (ICC) for each of the three different calcium-binding proteins parvalbumin (A), calretinin (B), and calbindin (C). In
B, calretinin-immunoreacted section was also Nissl-stained. Note that the ISH result could not be seen in A–C because of the low magnification. D and
E are higher-magnification views of coronal sections showing the combined ISH–ICC in the stimulated barrel cortex at layer IV level. In D, ICC was
against CALB, and in E against PARV. Note that the BDNF mRNA hybridization signal is not present in PARV-immunoreactive cells (arrowheads in
E), and that it is present in weak but not in heavy calbindin-immunoreactive neurons (D). F is a camera lucida drawing of a stimulated barrel C3 from
a tangential section hybridized with BDNF and immunoreacted against PARV; bv is a blood vessel. Hatched area represents the wall of the barrel, where
the density of cells made it difficult to individualize them; thus, only cells with a very high level of labeling were indicated as BDNF-expressing cells.
Symbols in F indicate various classes of cells (see key to the left) formed by those that are positive for BDNF mRNA, or not, in combination with being
immunoreactive for parvalbumin, or not. Note that there are no PARV1/BDNF1 cells. Scale bar (shown in B) is 150 mm and pertains to A–C; scale bar
(shown in D) is 25 mm and also pertains to E.
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NMDA receptor antagonist MK-801 in rats, and this effect was
abolished by the GABA agonist pentobarbital (Castrén et al.,
1993).
In the present study, activity of cortical neurons was increased

by mechanical stimulation of a set of mystacial whiskers. The
stimulation was continuous and forms an exaggeration of sensory
input to which the animal is forcefully exposed. Using the deoxy-
glucose (DG) method, it has been shown that such stimulation for
a period of 45 min results in a local increase in DG uptake in the
barrel cortex that forms, in a coronal plane, a column (Melzer et
al., 1985). This radially oriented column extends through all
cortical layers with its highest level in layer IV, where it is confined
to the barrel that corresponds to the stimulated whisker. Evidence
has been reported that an increase in DG uptake in the nervous
system is related to spiking activity in the presynaptic element
(Schwartz et al., 1979; Kadekaro et al., 1985). It is therefore likely
that our stimulation method induces the highest increase in spik-
ing frequency in neurons of layer IV. Analyses of single-unit
activity in the barrel cortex of anesthetized mice and rats also
showed layer IV cells to be the most responsive cortical neurons
to whisker deflection (Simons, 1985; Armstrong-James and Fox,
1987; Welker et al., 1993).
Whisker stimulation results in an increase in BDNF mRNA

expression by neurons that form a radial column from layer II to
VI of the stimulated barrel cortex, comprising at the level of layer
IV the barrel(s) corresponding to the stimulated whisker(s). This
distribution pattern correlates well with the column of stimulus-
dependent DG uptake described above. Maximal increase in
BDNF expression was found after 6 hr of stimulation. It was
shown that continuous whisker stimulation for 24 hr results in a
decrease in the metabolic activity in the stimulated barrel com-
pared with the DG levels in nonprestimulated barrels (Welker et
al., 1992). This effect of continuous whisker stimulation has the
characteristics of cortical habituation. We suggest that BDNF
mRNA upregulation after 4 and 6 hr stimulation is the result of an
increased activity of cortical neurons induced by peripheral stim-
ulation, and that lower BDNF mRNA levels after longer stimu-
lation periods, such as 24 hr, could be the result of lower levels of
neuronal activity attributable to habituation of the cortical
neurons.
Comparison of BDNF mRNA levels among the different cor-

tical layers in control and after stimulation showed that upregu-
lation of BDNF expression in layer IV is the most pronounced.
This is not surprising because of the very low basal levels of BDNF
mRNA in layer IV, together with the fact that layer IV is the
cortical layer receiving the densest input from the thalamic relay
nucleus (i.e., nucleus ventrobasalis of the thalamus) (Killackey,
1973; Keller et al., 1985; Chmielowska et al., 1989) and is there-
fore most likely to be exposed to the most “direct” effect of the
increase in sensory stimulation. Thus, we conclude that cells in
layer IV may have a threshold of excitation above which BDNF
mRNA is upregulated. This threshold may have been established
in such a way that it is not exceeded in natural conditions.

GABAergic cells do not express BDNF mRNA either in
control conditions or after stimulation
To determine whether GABAergic neurons are among the cells
expressing BDNF, we used the ISH for BDNF in combination
with the immunocytochemical characterization of three different,
nonoverlapping populations of GABAergic cells (PARV-,
CALR-, and heavy CALB-immunoreactive cells). We found
BDNF mRNA in control mice not to be expressed in any of these

populations, which together constitute most of the GABAergic
cell population. Interestingly, the same result was found in the
hippocampus (Rocamora et al., unpublished data) and, for
PARV-immunoreactive cells, in the adult rat visual cortex (Cel-
lerino et al., 1995). As mentioned above, there is a broad corre-
lation between neuronal activity and BDNF mRNA expression.
However, PARV-immunoreactive cells, which are among the
most active cells in the hippocampus (Kawaguchi et al., 1987), do
not express BDNF (Rocamora et al., unpublished data). A similar
discordance was found in the present study, where GABAergic
(fast-spiking) cells of the barrel cortex, also among the most active
cells (Armstrong-James et al., 1993; Welker et al., 1993), did not
express BDNF either. This situation holds not only for basal
activity (unstimulated) conditions but also after the increase in
cortical activity. Upon peripheral stimulation, thalamic afferents
activate both nonspiny (GABAergic) and spiny stellate cells in
layer IV. However, BDNF mRNA expression was found upregu-
lated only in non-GABAergic cells. Thus, other aspects apart from
the neuronal activity may be involved in the differential regulation
of BDNF mRNA expression in GABAergic and non-GABAergic
cell populations.
Upregulation of BDNF mRNA expression was reported to be

mediated mainly by activation of non-NMDA receptors in exci-
totoxic paradigms (Zafra et al., 1990; Ernfors et al., 1991). How-
ever, a major involvement of the NMDA receptors was found in
more physiological conditions (Zafra et al., 1991). Interestingly,
recordings made in the barrel cortex of urethane-anesthetized rats
showed that the initial activation of fast-spiking (smooth inhibi-
tory) cells by the thalamocortical afferents is almost exclusively
mediated by the activation of non-NMDA receptors, whereas
such activation of slow-spiking (spiny stellate) cells is partially
mediated by NMDA receptors (Armstrong et al., 1993). Thus, this
difference in the participation of the NMDA receptor in the initial
activation of layer IV cells may account for the specific upregu-
lation of BDNF mRNA in the non-GABAergic cells. Future
experiments combining whisker stimulation and the use of specific
antagonist to the different glutamate receptors could shed light on
this hypothesis.
Other mechanisms for the specific regulation of BDNF mRNA

expression in the several cell populations could involve differences
in the signal transduction pathways, differential exposure of reg-
ulatory sequences to the transcriptional machinery, and/or the
availability of various transcription factors.

How could BDNF be involved in activity-dependent
plasticity in the adult barrel cortex? A proposal
Specific dependence of sensory neurons on different target-
derived neurotrophins has been shown by the classical tests for
neurotrophic activity and more recently confirmed by the analysis
of null-mutated mice (for review, see Barde, 1989; Davies, 1994;
Snider, 1994). However, it is still unclear whether and how these
molecules are involved in survival and/or differentiation of the
CNS neurons. BDNF has recently been found to be involved in
the reshaping of developing thalamocortical connections in the rat
visual cortex (Cabelli et al., 1995) and in the ingrowth and branch-
ing of the retinal fibers in the Xenopus laevis optic tectum (Cohen-
Cory and Fraser, 1995). Analysis of null-mutated mice showed
that the differentiation of parvalbumin- and calbindin-
immunoreactive neurons of the somatosensory cortex is depen-
dent on BDNF (Jones et al., 1994). Interestingly, BDNF was
shown to induce increased glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD)
immunoreactivity and GABA uptake in striatal GABAergic neu-
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rons during development (Mizuno et al., 1994). This could be of
relevance in relation to the fact that chronic stimulation of the
whisker-to-barrel pathway in adult mice induces increased GAD
immunoreactivity in the corresponding barrels (Welker et al.,
1989). BDNF may therefore be required for this aspect of adult
plasticity which, in behavioral terms, results in habituation of
neuronal activity to the peripheral stimulus (Welker et al., 1992).
We therefore propose that BDNF, produced by non-GABAergic
cells, could potentiate the role of GABAergic cells in cortical
processing of sensory information and thus be involved in activity-
dependent modifications of cortical circuitry.
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